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About Zinza 

Zinza is a Bantu language, classified as JE23 (Maho 2009), spoken on the 
southwestern shores of Lake Victoria in the Geita and Mwanza Regions of Tanzania. 
The ISO 639-3 code is [zin]. 

 
Purpose of this document 

This document is intended to be a very basic reference to the common 
morphosyntactic structures of Zinza. Though we hope that other linguists will be 
able to make use of it, its primary purpose is to help non-linguists (who have at least 
a small amount of linguistic training) who are working with the language, e.g. 
literacy workers, translators, translation consultants, spell-checkers, etc. For this 
reason, data is written in the Zinza orthography, with the aim that it is more 
accessible to our intended audience. 

 
A note about the Zinza Orthography 

The following language data is written in orthographic form. Occasional reference 
to phonetic and underlying forms are made when helpful. There are five vowels and 
eighteen consonants in Zinza. Graphemes (letters) are shown below, along with the 
phonemes (sounds) which they represent. 

Vowels: 
graphemes i e a o u 
phonemes i ɛ ɑ ɔ u 

Consonants: 
graphemes b ch d f g h k l m n ny p s sh t w y z 
phonemes β~b tʃ d f ɡ h k l m n ɲ p s ʃ t w y z 

Note that all five vowel phonemes have long vowel counterparts. There is both 
contrastive and conditioned vowel length, and both are written. 
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Surface tone is written using the acute accent mark. Vowels can be marked 
for either high, rising, or falling tone.2 Low tones are not marked. Graphemes for 
each type of tone are shown below using a as the example vowel. Note that 
underlying tones of affixes are not marked throughout this document, since the 
relevant level of tone marking for orthography purposes is word-level surface tone. 

Tone: á [ɑ́], aá [ɑ̌ː], áa [ɑ̂ː] 

See the Zinza Orthography Statement (Odom 2015) for more information. 
  

                                         
2 In Odden’s (2000) description of Zinza tonology, on long vowels he transcribes only level high tones and 
falling tones: “In penultimate long H-toned syllables, there are two contrasting tone patterns, namely a falling 
tone … and a level ~ rising tone …” (46). Based on native speaker perception of tone patterns on long vowels, 
these tones are transcribed in the orthography as rising or falling, not level or falling. 
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1. Noun classes 

Zinza nouns usually consist of a noun stem, a noun class prefix and an augment 
vowel. 
Table 1-a: Noun classes 
Class Augment Prefix Zinza Example English Gloss 
1 o- mu- omulimi farmer 
1a Ø Ø maámi uncle 
2 a- ba- abalimi farmers 
2a Ø ba- bamaámi uncles 
3 o- mu- omutúulo village 
4 e- mi- emitúulo villages 
5 Ø i- igulílo market 
 e- li- elíino tooth 
6 a- ma- amagulílo markets 
   améeno teeth 
7 e- chi- echitébe chair 
8 e- bi- ebitébe chairs 
9 e- n- engalo palm 
10 e- n- engalo palm 
11 o- lu- olugóhe eyelash 
12 a- ka- akasíla small rag 
13 o- tu- otusíla small rags 
14 o- bu- obulófu dirtiness 
15 o- ku- okugulu leg 
16 a- ha- ahaantu place 
18 o- mu- omumutúulo in/at the village 

Note that in classes 9 and 10 there is a nasal that is articulated homorganically with 
the first consonant of the noun root. This nasal is articulated as [ɲ] when followed 
by a vowel-initial root.  

The class 5 prefix i- is significantly more common than the eli- prefix. The 
prefix eli- is used at least once as an augmentative in eliintu ‘giant person’. The 
more common use of this prefix is with VCV noun stems, as in elíino ‘tooth’. 
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The class 18 locative is prefixed to other nouns. This causes the base noun 
class augment vowel to drop, as seen in the chart above (c.f. omutúulo‘village’). 
Any following noun class agreement (see §3) agrees with the original class of the 
noun, not with the locative class. 

The class 16 locative can also be prefixed to nouns in other classes, though 
there is also at least one noun which is inherent to class 16, e.g. ahaantu ‘place’ in 
the chart above.  

Usual singular/plural pairings include 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/10, 
12/13, 14/6, 15/6. 

2. Personal pronouns and their agreement 
The following table lists the personal pronouns and their subject and object 
agreement prefixes. The final column lists the possessive pronoun root for each 
person and number. 
Table 2-a: Personal pronouns 
Person Pronoun Subject Prefix Object Prefix Possessive Pronoun 
1SG íinye n- n- -anze 
2SG iiwe o-  ku-  -awe 
3SG weényini a- / ya-3 mu-  -omwe 
1PL íichwe tu-  tu-  -etu 
2PL íimwe mu-  ba- -enyu 
3PL boónyini ba- ba- -abo 

Note that the subject and object prefix for 1SG is n-. This nasal assimilates to the 
point of articulation of the following consonant andcanberealizedas[n,ŋ,m]. 

3. Noun class agreement 
The following table shows the nominal prefixes for each class, as well as the 
corresponding pronominal, enumerative, and verbal agreement prefixes. The 
nominal prefix is used for nouns and adjectives. The pronominal prefix is used for a 
variety of pronominal forms (§3.1), associatives (§3.2), possessives (§3.3), and 
demonstratives (§3.4). The enumerative prefix is used for numerals (§3.5). The 

                                         
3 The allomorph ya- surfaces when there are two adjacent vowel-initial morphemes which would otherwise 
create the long vowel aa word-initially, e.g. yaaleeba (a-aa-leeb-a) ‘he looked (P1)’.  
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subject prefix is used for verbal agreement but also on a small set of inflecting 
adverbials (§3.6). 
Table 3-a: Nominal prefixes 
NC Nominal Pronominal Enumerative Subject Object 
1 (o)mu- o- o- a- mu- 
2 (a)ba- (a)ba- ba- ba- ba- 
3 (o)mu- (o)gu- gu- gu- gu- 
44 (e)mi- e-  i-  zi- / i- / e- zi- 
5 i- / (e)li- (e)li- li- li- li- 
6 (a)ma- (a)ga- a- ga- ga- 
7 (e)chi- (e)chi- chi- chi- chi- 
8 (e)bi- (e)bi- bi- bi- bi- 
9 (e)n- / e- e-5 e- e- zi- 
10 (e)n- / (e)- (e)zi-6 i- zi- zi- 
11 (o)lu- (o)lu- lu- lu- lu- 
12 (a)ka- (a)ka- ka- ka- ka- 
13 (o)tu- (o)tu- tu- tu- tu- 
14 (o)bu- (o)bu- bu- bu- bu- 
15 (o)ku- (o)ku- ku- ku- ku- 
16 (a)ha- (a)ha- ha- ha- ha- 
17  (o)ku-    
18 omu- (o)mu-    

3.1 Quantificational, set and interrogative pronouns 

The following five pronouns (quantificational –ona, set pronouns –onyini and –ndi, 
and interrogatives –Vha and -ngahi) take the pronominal prefix. The set pronoun -
ndi takes the augment vowel as well. 

                                         
4 Class 4 is interesting because it alternates between agreement markers that look like classes 9 and 10. 
According to Muzale, "There is a dialect of Ruzinza...which also apply the feature [+continuant] to /g/ before 
[i, e], hence g→z/ V[-back]" (1998: 60-61). A similar process could be taking place in class 4 agreement 
markers, but additional research is needed to fully explain these alternations.  
5 The only exception is with demonstratives, since class 9 and 10 demonstratives are identical forms with class 
10 inflection. 
6 In the class 10 agreement prefixes (e)zi- and zi-, the vowel i elides before another vowel. The same applies to 
class 7 chi- prefixes. Compare with other classes, in which the vowels i and u either labialize or palatalize 
before another vowel. 
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The interrogative pronoun -Vha ‘which’ is used most frequently with noun 
classes 1, 2, 7, and 8, but all forms are recognized as being Zinza.7 For all other 
noun classes it is more common to use the uninflected interrogative word chi ‘what’.  
Table 3-b: Quantificational, set and interrogative pronouns 
NC -ona ‘all’ -onyini ‘self’ -ndi ‘other’ -Vha ‘which’8 -ngahi ‘how many’ 
1 wéena weényini oóndi oóha  
2 bóona boónyini abáandi baáha baangáhi 
3 gwóona gwoónyini ogúundi guúha  
4 yóona yoónyini eéndi eéha eengáhi 
5 lyóona lyoónyini elíindi liíha  
6 góona goónyini agáandi gaáha gaangáhi 
7 chóona choónyini echíindi chiíha  
8 byóona byoónyini ebíindi biíha biingáhi 
9 yóona yoónyini eéndi eéha  
10 zóona zoónyini ezíindi ziíha ziingáhi 
11 lwóona lwoónyini olúundi luúha  
12 kóona koónyini akáandi kaáhi  
13 twóona twoónyini otúundi tuúhi tuungáhi 
14 bwóona bwoónyini obúundi buúha  
15 kwóona kwoónyini okúundi kuúha  
16 hóona hoónyini aháandi nkáhi  
18 mwóona mwoónyini omúundi nkáhi  

 

                                         
7 The interrogative pronoun appears to be limited in most of the noun classes to cases in which the hearer did 
not hear something well and asks for clarifying information, for instance: Okagaamba emitúulo eéha? ‘Which 
villages did you say?”. But even in these cases the word chi ‘what’ is still more common. 
8 The V in this root refers to an unspecified vowel, which causes lengthening of each prefix vowel. Also note 
that some Zinza pronounce this as –hi with class 2. Both baáha and baáhi are acceptable, and this does not 
appear to be a dialectal difference, since a Zinza speaker would not necessarily know where someone is from 
based on which of these forms a speaker uses. For noun classes 12 and 13, however, it is incorrect for –ha to 
be used. 
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3.2 Associatives 

The associative vowel, underlyingly –a, assimilates to the augment vowel of the 
following word. The phrase-level vowel changes are written in the Zinza 
orthography, but the basic forms are listed here. 
Table 3-c: Associatives 
NC Associative  NC Associative 
1 wa  9 ya 
2 ba  10 za 
3 gwa  11 lwa 
4 ya  12 ka 
5 lya  13 twa 
6 ga  14 bwa 
7 cha  15 kwa 
8 bya  16 ha 

3.3 Possessive pronouns 
The following table shows an exhaustive list of the inflected possessive pronouns for 
classes 1-15. 
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Table 3-d: Possessive pronouns 

NC 
1SG ‘my’ 
-anze 

2SG ‘your’ 
-awe 

3SG ‘his’ 
-omwe 

1PL ‘our’ 
-etu 

2PL ‘your’ 
-enyu 

3PL ‘their’ 
-abo 

1 waanze wáawe woómwe wéetu wéenyu wáabo 
2 baanze báawe boómwe béetu béenyu báabo 
3 gwaanze gwáawe gwoómwe gwéetu gwéenyu gwáabo 
49 yaanze yáawe yoómwe yéetu yéenyu yáabo 
5 lyaanze lyáawe lyoómwe lyéetu lyéenyu lyáabo 
6 gaanze gáawe goómwe géetu géenyu gáabo 
7 chaanze cháawe choómwe chéetu chéenyu cháabo 
8 byaanze byáawe byoómwe byéetu byéenyu byáabo 
9 yaanze yáawe yoómwe yéetu yéenyu yáabo 
10 zaanze záawe zoómwe zéetu zéenyu záabo 
11 lwaanze lwáawe lwoómwe lwéetu lwéenyu lwáabo 
12 kaanze káawe koómwe kéetu kéenyu káabo 
13 twaanze twáawe twoómwe twéetu twéenyu twáabo 
14 bwaanze bwáawe bwoómwe bwéetu bwéenyu bwáabo 
15 kwaanze kwáawe kwoómwe kwéetu kwéenyu kwáabo 

3.4 Demonstratives 
Demonstratives agree with the class of the noun to which they refer. There are three 
types of demonstratives for each noun class, shown below. 

                                         
9 For both 2PL and 3PL possessors, the forms zéenyu and záabo are alternate pronunciations, respectively. They 
are not the proper forms for Kome (where the prestige dialect is spoken), but they can be heard more often in 
present-day speech. This is likely due to more traveling and mixing of regional differences in the Zinza 
language area. 
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Table 3-e: Demonstratives 
NC Proximal Referential Distal10 
1 óogu óogwo oóli 
2 áaba áabo báli 
3 óogu óogwo gúli 
4 éezi éezo eéli 
5 éeli éelyo líli 
6 áaga áago gáli 
7 éechi éecho chíli 
8 éebi éebyo bíli 
9 éezi éezo zíli 
10 éezi éezo zíli 
11 óolu óolwo lúli 
12 áaka áako káli 
13 óotu óotwo túli 
14 óobu óobwo búli 
15 óoku óokwo kúli 
16 áaha áaho híli 
1711 óoku óokwo  
18 óomu óomwo  

Note that the proximal demonstrative for classes 4, 9, and 10 is identical (éezi). The 
same applies to the referential demonstrative, which is éezo in all three of these 
classes. The distal demonstrative, however, has a different class 4 form (eéli) than 
the class 9 and 10 form (zíli).  

3.5 Numerals 

When counting, the numerals which can be inflected (1-5) occur with class 9/10 
agreement, as shown below.  

                                         
10 In some dialects of Zinza the distal demonstrative is pronounced with an e as the final vowel. 
11 The class 17 demonstratives seem to be one of the only remaining remnants of this noun class. Also 
interesting is that there is a class 17 demonstrative kunu which contrasts with class 17 proximal demonstrative 
in the chart above. If asked “where are you?” óoku ‘here’ is used, but if you tell someone “come here”, then 
kunu is used. 
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1 eémo 6 mukáaga 
2 ibili 7 musaanzu 
3 isatu 8 munáana 
4 iína 9 mweenda 
5 itáanu 10 ikumi 

Ordinal numbers are preceded by an associative which agrees with the class which 
the number is modifying. The ordinal numbers are below: 

1 mbele/kubaanza 6 mukáaga 
2 kábili 7 musaanzu 
3 kásatu 8 munáana 
4 kána 9 mweenda 
5 kátaanu 10 ikumi 

Numbers ‘two’ through ‘five’ have class 12 agreement. Numbers ‘six’ through ‘ten’ 
have the same form as the cardinal numbers, so they are differentiated from the 
ordinal numbers only by the preceding associative. The ordinal number ‘first’ is 
constructed either by the preposition mbele ‘in front’ or the verb kubaanza ‘to start’ 
rather than class 12 kámo. 

The numbers ‘six’ through ‘ten’ are not inflected for noun class, but all other 
numbers are, as shown in the table below. 
Table 3-f: Inflected numerals 
      NUM 
NC 1 2 3 4 5 

1/2 oómo bábili básatu bána batáanu 
3/4 gúmo ibili isatu iína itáanu 
5/6 límo ábili ásatu aána atáanu 
7/8 chímo bíbili bísatu bína bitáanu 
9/10 eémo ibili isatu iína itáanu 
11/10 lúmo ibili isatu iína itáanu 
12/13 kámo tubili tusatu tuna tutaanu 
1412/6  ábili ásatu aána atáanu 
15/6 kumo ábili ásatu aána atáanu 

                                         
12 Class 14 is used for abstract nouns and these are not typically countable. 
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Note that ikumi ‘ten’ follows noun class 5/6 agreement, e.g. ‘three tens’ (30) is 
makumiásatu. The word ‘hundred’ also follows this same pattern: igána ‘hundred’ 
and magána ‘hundreds’. 

3.6 Inflecting adverbials 
There are three adverbials in Zinza that take the subject agreement prefix. There is 
the adverbial interrogative -ta ‘how / what’, as well as two adverbial demonstratives, 
the proximal -ti ‘like this’ and referential -tyo ‘like that’. Examples of each of these 
adverbials are below. In each example, the subject prefix is underlined in the verb 
and on the adverbial. 

-ta Nzileho ntaóobu? I should do what now? 
Noobimanyaho oóta? You understand them how? 

   

-ti 
Niinkusábabibe nka bíti. I ask you they should be like this. 
Okulamulakwáanzenikúti... My decision is like this… 

   

-tyo 
Múunguakagaamba aátyo. God spoke like that. 
Amagaamboáagogakabaho gatyo. Those words were like that. 

The following table provides the complete agreement conchord for these inflected 
adverbials. 
Table 3-g: Inflecting adverbials 
NC -ta -ti -tyo  NC -ta -ti -tyo 
1SG nta nti ntyo  8 bíta bíti bítyo 
2SG oóta oóti oótyo  9 eéta eéti eétyo 
3SG aáta aáti aátyo  10 zíta zíti zítyo 
1PL túta túti tútyo  11 lúta lúti lútyo 
2PL muta muti mutyo  12 káta káti kátyo 
3PL báta báti bátyo  13 túta túti tútyo 
3 gúta gúti gútyo  14 búta búti bútyo 
4 eéta eéti eétyo  15 kúta kúti kútyo 
5 líta líti lítyo  16 háta háti hátyo 
6 gáta gáti gátyo  18 múta múti mútyo 
7 chíta chíti chítyo      
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4. Tense/Aspect/Mood 
This section lists Zinza verb forms, beginning with basic (single-word) forms, 
followed by negative forms, copular forms, and some multi-word forms. 

4.1 Basic forms 
Basic aspects and tenses are usually expressed with a single word verb form. In 
Zinza, this includes three past tenses, a present tense, four future tenses and several 
aspects and moods. Many tenses and aspects can also be combined, sometimes in a 
single word form, sometimes as a multi-word form. These combinations are shown 
in §4.4 below. 

In the current section the basic verb forms are illustrated usually using the 
verbs kuhika ‘to arrive’ and kuhéna ‘to sin’ in order to exemplify the tonal patterns 
present on a toneless root and a verb root with a lexical H tone. 

In the following table, the template column shows the combination of affixes 
which make up each verb form, including the subject agreement prefix (SBJ) and the 
verb root (R). For each example, the first line shows the orthographic form, the 
second shows the constituent morphemes, and the third and fourth lines give 
morpheme glosses and the word gloss, respectively. Note that subject prefixes are 
marked only for their person and number.  

TAM Template hika ‘arrive’ hena ‘sin’ 
remote past 
(P3) 

SBJ-ka-R-a bakahika bakahéna 
 ba-ka-hik-a ba-ka-hen-a 

  3PL-P3-arrive-FV 3PL-P3-sin-FV 
  they arrived they sinned 
 P3 is used to describe events that occurred two or more days ago. 
    
medial past 
(P2) 

SBJ-R-ile tuhikíle baheníle 
 tu-hik-ile ba-hen-ile 

  1PL-arrive-P2 3PL-sin-P2 
  we arrived they sinned 
 P2 is used to describe events that occurred yesterday. 
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recent past 
(P1) 

SBJ-aa-R-a naáhika baáhena 
 n-aa-hik-a ba-aa-hen-a 

  1SG-P1-arrive-FV 3PL-P1-sin-FV 
  I arrived they sinned 

 
P1is used to describe events that occurred earlier in the day of speaking.13 
Note that P1 is identical in form (and tone) to the consecutive tense, but 
they are written the same. 

    
progressive 
(PROG) 

ni-SBJ-R-a naahika nibahéna 
 ni-a-hik-a ni-ba-hen-a 

  PROG-3SG-arrive-FV PROG-3PL-sin-FV 
  he is arriving they are sinning 

 

The progressive aspect is also used to mark the“experientialpresent”tense
(Muzale 1998: 181-182). It can also denote an action that will take place 
up to a week in the future. There is a tonal minimal pair between 3SG PROG 
and 1SG P1, shown in the examples immediately above. 

  
near SBJ-laa-R-a ndaahika alaahena 
future  n-laa-hik-a a-laa-hen-a 
(F1)  1SG-F1-arrive-FV 3SG-F1-sin-FV 
  I will arrive he will sin 

 

F1 and F3 are identical in form except for tone. F1 is toneless while F3 has a 
rising tone on the tense prefix. F1 can be used starting half an hour in the 
future and up until a month. It is often accompanied with a temporal 
adverb(suchas“tomorrow”).F1 conveys less certainty than F3. 

    
near medial SBJ-li-R-a zilihika tulihena 
future  zi-li-hik-a tu-li-hen-a 
(F2)  10-F2-arrive-FV 1PL-F2-sin-FV 
  they will arrive we will sin 

 

F2 is normally used for events starting after 4 days and up until a month away. 
This future tense indicates that the action will take place at the exact moment 
when another action takes place. This is in contrast to other futures in which 
the action will take place in a more loose or general time frame. 

                                         
13 In Muzale’s work on reconstructing Proto-Rutara, he refers to P1 as ‘memorial present’ saying “its time 
frame can extend from a few seconds to several hours back of the same day or night” (1998: 179). 
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medial 
future 

SBJ-laa-R-a balaáhika balaáhena 
 ba-laa-hik-a ba-laa-hen-a 

(F3)  3PL-F3-arrive-FV 3PL-F3-sin-FV 
  they will arrive they will sin 

 
As noted above F3 and F1 are tonal minimal pairs. F3 is used for actions that 
will occur after about 7 days and up until a month. F3 has more certainty 
than F1. 

    
remote 
future 
(F4) 

SBJ-lyaa-R-a balyaáhika balyaáhena 
 ba-lyaa-hik-a ba-lyaa-hen-a 
 3PL-F4-arrive-FV 3PL-F4-sin-FV 

  they will arrive they will sin 

 
F4 is used for actions that will occur after about a month and beyond. 
Other Rutara languages use the prefix li- rather than lyaa- for F4 (See 
Muzale 1998: 187). 

   
consecutive 
(CONS) 

SBJ-aa-R-a baáhika naáhena 
 ba-aa-hik-a n-aa-hen-a 

  3PL-CONS-arrive-FV 1SG-CONS-sin-FV 
  then they arrived then I sinned 
 Note that CONS is identical in form to recent past. 
    
completive 
(COMPL) 

SBJ-la-R-ile baláhikile tuláhenile 
 ba-la-hik-ile tu-la-hen-ile 

  3PL-COMPL-arrive-COMPL 1PL-COMPL-sin-COMPL 
  they have already arrived we have already sinned 
    
anterior 
(ANT) 

SBJ-aa-R-ile waáhikile baáhenile 
 u-aa-hik-ile ba-aa-hen-ile 

  2SG-ANT-arrive-ANT 3PL-ANT-sin-ANT 
  you have arrived they have sinned 
    
habitual 
(HAB)  

SBJ-Ø-R-a bahika bahéna 
 ba-hik-a ba-hen-a 

  3PL-arrive-FV.HAB 3PL-sin-FV.HAB 
  they arrive (regularly) they sin (regularly) 
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subjunctive 
(SBJV) 

SBJ-R-e bahike bahéne 
 ba-hik-e ba-hen-e 

  3PL-arrive-SBJV 3PL-sin-SBJV 
  they should arrive they should sin 
    
persistive 
(PER) 

SBJ-chaa-R-a bachaáhika bachaáhena 
 ba-chaa-hik-a ba-chaa-hen-a 

  3PL-PER-arrive-FV 3PL-PER-sin-FV 
  they are still arriving they are still sinning 
    
past 
hypothetical 
(HYP1) 

SBJ-aaku-V-ile naakuhikíle twaakuheníle 
n-aaku-hik-ile tu-aaku-hen-ile 
1SG-HYP1-arrive-HYP1 1PL-HYP1-sin-HYP1 

  If I had arrived had we sinned 
  
future 
hypothetical 

SBJ-aakaa-R-ile naakaáhikile baakaáhenile 
 n-aakaa-hik-ile ba-aakaa-hen-ile 

(HYP2)  1SG-HYP2-arrive-HYP2 3PL-HYP2-sin-HYP2 
  I would arrive they could sin 

 

HYP2 indicates a future event that ‘might’ or ‘could’ happen. HYP2 can follow 
a past tense verb (or HYP1) thus indicating a hypothetical situation 
following the past action. For example: nkatiina abaantu baakaányisile 
'I was afraid people would kill me'. 

    
conditional 
(COND) 

ki-SBJ-TAM-R-TAM kibalaáhika kibalaáhena 
 ki-ba-laa-hik-a ki-ba-laa-hen-a 

  COND-3PL-F3-arrive-FV COND-3PL-F3-sin-FV 
  if they arrive if they sin 

 This conditional prefix can be affixed to verbs inflected for a variety of 
tenses and aspects.  

4.2 Negative verbs 
Negative verbal constructions most often use the negative prefix ti- in the pre-initial 
slot (see §6), as the following table illustrates.  
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Table 4-a: Negative verbs 
 Affirmative Negative Affirmative Negative 
P3 bakahika 

ba-ka-hik-a 
they arrived 

tibaláhikile 
ti-ba-la-hik-ile 
they did not arrive 

bakahéna 
ba-ka-hen-a 
they sinned 

tibaláhenile 
ti-ba-la-hen-ile 
they did not sin 

P2 bahikile 
ba-hik-ile 
they arrived 

tibahikile 
ti-ba-hik-ile 
they did not arrive 

baheníle 
ba-hen-ile 
they sinned 

tibaheníle 
ti-ba-hen-ile 
they did not sin 

PROG nibahika 
ni-ba-hik-a 
they are arriving 

tibakuhika 
ti-ba-ku-hik-a 
they are not arriving 

nibahéna 
ni-ba-hen-a 
they are sinning 

tibakuhéna 
ti-ba-ku-hen-a 
they are not sinning 

FUT14 balyaáhika 
ba-lyaa-hik-a 
they will arrive 

tibalihika 
ti-ba-li-hik-a 
they will not arrive 

balyaáhena 
ba-lyaa-hen-a 
they will sin 

tibalihéna 
ti-ba-li-hen-a 
they will not sin 

HYP1 mwaakuhikíle 
mu-aaku-hik-ile 
had you arrived 

timwaákuhikile 
ti-mu-aaku-hik-ile 
you would not have 
arrived 

naakuheníle 
n-aaku-hen-ile 
had I sinned 

tinaákuhenile 
ti-n-aaku-hen-ile 
I would not have sinned 

Note that some of the tense markers are different in the negative forms. In PROG the 
prefix ku- is used following the subject marker. The negative prefix ti- replaces the 
PROG marker ni- in the pre-initial slot (see §6). In P3, the prefix changes from ka- to 
la-, and the suffix -ile is added. There seems to be one primary negative form which 
corresponds to all of the future tenses, and this negative uses the li- prefix instead of 
laa- or lyaa-. 

Though the pre-initial ti- is the most common negative prefix, ta- is also 
used, especially in relative clauses and for some copular forms (see §4.3). The prefix 
ta- follows the subject prefix. The table below compares main clause negatives with 
corresponding negative forms in relative clauses.  

                                         
14 The negation of all of the future tenses is ti-SBJ-li-R-a. 
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Table 4-b: Main clause verses relative clause negatives 
 Main Clause Negative Relative Clause Negative 
PROG tibakulwáala 

ti-ba-ku-lwaal-a 
they are not sick 

abatakulwáala 
a-ba-ta-ku-lwaal-a 
those who are not sick 

FUT tichilimanywa 
ti-chi-li-manyw-a 
it will not be known 

echitalimanywa 
e-chi-ta-li-manyw-a 
that which will not be known 

4.3 Copular verbs 

The most basic copular verb is the uninflected word ni, which is used in the present 
tense. Additional copular forms are shown below. They are constructed either with 
the copular locative (COP.LOC)15 li, the ‘to be’ verb ba, or both. In the future, the verb 
ba can be inflected for either future tense, but F4 is used in the following chart. 
Table 4-c: Inflected copular verbs 
 Present 

SBJ-li 
Past 
SBJ-ka-ba (SBJ-li) 

Future 
SBJ-F4-ba 

1SG ndi nkaba (ndi) ndyáaba 
2SG oli okaba (oli) olyáaba 
3SG ali akaba (ali) alyáaba 
1PL tuli tukaba (tuli) tulyáaba 
2PL muli mukaba (muli) mulyáaba 
3PL bali bakaba (bali) balyáaba 

When the past tense copula is itself the main verb of the clause (that is, not 
just an auxiliary verb), it occurs in a compound form, in which the first word is the 
past copula and the second is the present copula (as shown in the parentheses in the 
chart above). Some examples includeː 

bakaba bali they were 
gukaba guli it (cl3) was 
nkaba ndi na I had 

                                         
15 This copular root is called a copular-locative due to the fact that it often carries a locational meaning even 
when it is not followed by a locative clitic. 
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In past tense compound verbs, the first word is a past tense copula and the 
second word carries the lexical root, which is explained further in §4.4. When 
negated, the negative prefix occurs on the second (lexical) word of the construction. 

The 3PL forms are parsed as follows: 
Table 4-d: Third person plural copular verbs parsed 

Present Past Future 
bali bakaba bali balyáaba 
ba-li ba-ka-b-a ba-li ba-lyaa-b-a 

3PL-COP.LOC 3PL-P3-be-FV 3PL-COP.LOC 3PL-F4-be-FV 
they are they were they will be 

Negative copular forms are below, formed with the prefix ta- in the present 
and past tenses and the prefix ti- in the future tense. In the past tense, negative 
copular forms are expressed with two words, just like their affirmative counterparts, 
and the negative prefix ta- occurs on the second word, never on the first word.  
Table 4-e: Negative copular verb forms 
 Present 

SBJ-ta-li 
Past 
SBJ-ka-ba + SBJ-ta-li 

Future 
ti-SBJ-ba 

1SG ntali nkaba ntali tiindiba 
2SG otali okaba otali toliba 
3SG atali akaba atali taliba 
1PL tutali tukaba tutali tituliba 
2PL mutali mukaba mutali timuliba 
3PL batali bakaba batali tibaliba 

In the present tense, the word ti can be used as a general negative copula 
without noun class agreement, much like si ‘is not’ in Swahili. 

4.4 Combined tense and aspect forms 

Combinations of tense and aspect are expressed as a multi-word form. When two 
verbs are used to express a tense/aspect combination, the first verb in the 
construction is usually a copula (see §4.3 above). The second word carries the 
lexical verb and is marked for aspect and negation. The chart below shows the 
results when the tenses (top row) are combined with some of the more common 
aspects (left column). In these cases, the past prefix ka- is used as the general past. 
For future time reference, the copula can be inflected for various future tenses,and 
even the progressive, which can indicate an action that will occur in the near future. 
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Table 4-f: Compound verb forms 
       Tense 
Aspect 

Past 
ka- 

Future 

Anterior 
aa- -ile 

akaba yaámazile naába yaányaangile 
a-ka-b-a a-aa-maz-ile ni-a-b-a a-aa-n-aang-ile 
3SG-P3-be-FV 3SG-ANT-finish-ANT PROG-3SG-be-FV 3SG-ANT-1S.OBJ-refuse-ANT 
he had finished he will have refused me 

Habitual 
Ø- -a 

bakaba bahweela balaaba bahweela 
ba-ka-b-a ba-hweel-a ba-laa-b-a ba-hweel-a 
3PL-P3-be-FV 3PL-help-FV.HAB 3PL-F3-be-FV 3PL-help-FV.HAB 
they were helping (regularly) they will be helping (regularly) 

Progressive 
ni- 

tukaba  nituteekuza mulyáaba nimuleengélwaho 
tu-ka-b-a ni-tu-teekuz-a mu-lyaa-b-a ni-mu-leengel-w-a-ho 
1PL-P3-be-FV PROG-1PL-think-FV 2PL-F4-be-FV PROG-2PL-measure-PAS-FV-LOC 

we were thinking you all will be being measured there 

Note that when the progressive aspect occurs on the second word of a compound 
form, it clearly has a progressive meaning (see the Future Progressive example 
above). When it occurs as a single word verb form, or when it is the first word of a 
compound form, it acts as a present tense or a very near future (see the Future 
Anterior example above). 

5. Verbal extensions 
Verbal extensions are suffixes which are added to the verb root, often modifying the 
valency of the verb. The most common and productive verbal extensions are shown 
below. For each extension, a mid–vowel root and a high-vowel root example is 
given, showing the vowel height harmony which occurs with the causative, 
applicative, and stative extensions. 
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Table 5-a: Verbal extensions 
 a, i, u root  o, e root 
Causative 
-is 

kumanyisa 
ku-many-is-a to cause to know 

kubonesa 
ku-bon-es-a to cause to see 

Passive 
-w 

kuzáalwa 
ku-zaal-w-a to be born 

kubonwa 
ku-bon-w-a to be seen 

Applicative 
-il 

kuzaálila 
ku-zaal-il-a to give birth to 

kubonela 
ku-bon-el-a to see for 

Stative 
-ik 

kumanyika 
ku-many-ik-a to be known 

kuseeseka 
ku-sees-ek-a to be poured out 

Reciprocal 
-an 

kususana 
ku-sus-an-a to look alike 

kubonekana 
ku-bonek-an-a 

to be seen by one 
another 

There is a subset of verbs which use the causative extension -y, rather than 
-is. The following example illustrates this pattern: 

kusuba 
ku-sub-a 
to return 

→ 
kusubya 
ku-sub-y-a 
to cause to return 

A less commonly used passive extension is -ibw. This extension is usually 
used when the final syllable of the verb root has a sibilant, or when the causative 
extension precedes the passive. 

kutaágana 
ku-taagan-a 
to separate 

→ 
kutaáganisa 
ku-taagan-is-a 
to cause to separate 

→ 
kutaáganisibwa 
ku-taagan-is-ibw-a 
to cause to be separated 

6. Dependent clauses 
This section covers three common types of dependent clauses in Zinza, which are 
formed by two main strategies. The three clause types covered are temporal, 
conditional, and relative clauses. All three clause types can be formed by the use of 
a prefix in the pre-initial verb slot, though a second strategy is also used for relative 
clauses, namely the use of a relative pronoun followed by a verb. 

6.1 Strategy 1: Pre-initial verb slot 

Temporal and conditional clauses may be created by affixing ka- or ki- in the pre-
initial slot. These prefixes can be affixed to a verb inflected for various tenses 
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and/or aspects. The following chart provides examples of temporal and conditional 
clauses.Theverb’stense/aspectisindicatedwithinthegloss. 
Table 6-a: Temporal and conditional clauses16 
 Temporal 

ka- 
Conditional 
ki- or ka- 

1 kabamubuzilwe,baásuba 
when they missed (P2) him, they returned 
(CONS) 

kibaleésiza,amabáalenigahamuka 
if they are silent (F3), the rocks will shout 
(PROG) 

2 kayaabéeleachaágaamba 
when he was (ANT) still speaking (PER) 

kamwaakubéelemumpuliilize 
if you had been (HYP1) listening (P2) 

3 kabalaaba baasubile 
when they will (F3) have returned (ANT) 

kiindaaba naayakile 
if I will (F3) have robbed (ANT) 

As can be seen in examples 2 and 3 above, when the temporal or conditional prefix 
is added into a compound verb form, it occurs on the first verb.  

Relative clauses can be created by affixing a non-high copy of the vowel of 
the SBJ prefix in the pre-initial slot. This augment vowel can be affixed to a verb 
inflected for various tenses and/or aspects. Below are a few examples of this type of 
relative clause. In each example, the relative clause marker is underlined.Theverb’s
tense/aspect is indicated within the gloss. 

1) byóonaebichigilíilwe 
 all which has been prevented (ANT) 
2) omutúuloogukaba guli chiziba 
 village which was located (P3 + PROG) northwards 
3) ebigaambo ebiindi ebilaázeenda 
 other things which will go (F3) 
4) alyaábahiindulaabatakumukoondookelaMúungu 
 he will transform (F4) those who do not obey (NEG.PROG) God 
5) tihaliho echiselekilwe echitalimanywa 
 there is nothing (PROG) which has been hidden (ANT), which will not be known 

(NEG.FUT) 

                                         
16 These pre-initial markers, the conditional and temporal, warrant additional research. At times the conditional 
marker ki- seems to be acting in a temporal fashion, while at other times, the temporal marker ka- can act in a 
conditional capacity (as can be seen in the chart above). 
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Of note in the examples above is that the relative clause marker always 
agrees in class and person with the subject of the verb to which it is attached. The 
pre-initial slot can only be used for a relative clause when the argument being 
relativized is the subject. Other arguments (such as object, locative or oblique) 
require an independent demonstrative pronoun (see §6.2). 

Note that examples 4) and 5) above have a relative clause marker on a 
negative verb form. Instead of the pre-initial negative prefix ti-, the prefix ta- is 
used in relative clauses, as is discussed in §4.2 above. Finally, due to the fact that 
the present tense marker occupies the pre-initial slot, present tense relative clauses 
require an independent demonstrative pronoun, described immediately below in 
§6.2. 

6.2 Strategy 2: Relative pronoun followed by a verb 

Relative clauses may be formed with a referential demonstrative acting as a 
relativizer, followed by a verb phrase (see §3.4 for a chart of the referential 
demonstratives). Wide varieties of verb forms are possible, and below are examples 
of some of them. The relative pronouns are underlined,andeachverb’stense/aspect 
is indicated within the gloss. 

Múunguóogwo ali halugulu 
God who is (PRS) above 
Echaándikoéecho mwaahulila 
writings which you all have heard (P1) 
olugaanda óolwoYeézuyaalugiíliilemo 
the clan which Jesus came from (ANT) 
abakwaátabábiliáabobakababaazweeleebizwáalo 
the two men who were wearing (P3.ANT) clothes 
enfulebe éezo ezitakukokola 
bags which do not age (NEG.PROG) 
weénawéenaóogwoalaákusabaechiintu 
anyone who will ask (F3) of you something 

Relative clauses can also modify the word obuchilo ‘time period’, creating a 
temporal clause, as illustrated in the following example: 

alyéeza omubuchilo óobwo mutakutegeza 
he will arrive when you all do not expect (NEG.PROG) it 
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This temporal construction must use the class 18 locative prefix with the noun, e.g. 
omubuchilo óobwo ‘in the time which’. The demonstrative, óobwo, cannot stand 
alone without omubuchilo and still indicate a temporal relative clause. 

Present tense relative clauses have a different form. The relative clause is 
formed with a present tense copular verb (see §4.3) followed by a verbal infinitive, 
which are traditionally written conjunctively in the Zinza orthography. The copular 
verb is inflected for noun class agreement and may include an initial augment 
vowel, as the examples below illustrate.17 

Muúnguakahaangaabaantuabalikususanankaweényini 
God made men who look like himself 
amaálwagalikusáalila 
alcohol which is bitter 
ozeéndeahamihaandaéezoelikuzéendaomumitúuloemiche 
go to these paths which go into the small towns 

 
  

                                         
17 Additional research is needed to understand exactly what the augment vowel does in this context. Initial 
research indicates that the presence of the augment vowel could create minor semantic differences.  
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Abbreviations 
1 first person; Class 1 LOC locative 
2 second person; Class 2 NC noun class 
3 third person; Class 3 NEG negative 
4 class 4, etc. NUM numeral 
ANT anterior Ø null morpheme 
C consonant OBJ object 
COMPL completive P1 recent past 
COND conditional  P2 medial past 
CONS consecutive P3 remote past 
COP.LOC copular locative PASS passive 
F1 near future PER persistive 
F2 near medial future PL plural 
F3 medial future PROG progressive 
F4 remote future PRS present 
FUT future R verb root 
FV final vowel SBJ subject 
H high tone SBJV subjunctive  
HAB habitual SG singular 
HYP1 past hypothetical TAM tense, aspect or modality 
HYP2 future hypothetical V unspecified vowel 
INF infinitive   
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